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Introduction

Capacitor cells[1]

Ionic Liquid based “Supercapacitors”:

 Energy storage by charge separation
 (Ideally) no chemical processes involved
 Ionic Liquids: Pure molten salts without solvent
 Melting point below 100°C
  (Room Temperature Ionic Liquids) 



Introduction
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Simulation Setup

 
 

 
BMIM PF6

                     Source: Wikipedia

coarse graining
D. Roy, N. Patel, S. Conte and
M. Maroncelli, J. Phys. Chem.
B, 2010, 114, 8410–8424.

site charge

A -0.78

C1  0.44

C2  0.16

C3  0.18



Simulation Setup: Graphite

 
 

 

 Three planar fixed graphene sheets
 Carbon ↔ IL interaction via LJ
 Effects of wall structure on IL 
 Surface charge methods:

1) Charged plane, const. charge
2) Charged plane, const. potential
3) Discrete charges on inner graphene layer



Simulation Setup: Generic LJ

 
 

 
 Force scan →  Approximation with generic  LJ
 Surface charge methods:

1) Charged plane, const. charge
2) Charged plane, const. potential



During simulation, maintain 
const. potential between electrodes:

Const. Potential    Const. Charge
Apply force corresponding to 
total electrode surface charge

Neglects fluctuations of 
global dipole moment!

Effects on ion distributions 
or capacitance?

E IL =
1

ϵ0 L
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ρ(z) z dz =

σind

ϵ0

Apply         to maintain          between 
electrodes, superpose with target pot:

−E IL

σ tot=σ ind+σ bat

U=0
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Results



Const. potential vs const. charge

 Almost identical  Small shift of maximum 
   towards electrode for 
   const. Potential

Surface charge fluctuations (neglected for const. charge)
might allow more efficient packing for highly asymmetric 
cations, no such effect for spherical anions

                 



LJ-Fit vs Graphite

 Fine distinctions in first layer
 LJ walls:            Overall shift of ions towards electrodes,
                             averaged LJ-Potenial changes wall position   
 Graphite walls:  Additional surface of graphite structure 

  leads to increased density



Capacitance
What is the change in accumulated charge 

on the cathode (U<0) or anode (U>0)?

 Distinguishable features for Graphite- vs LJ-Walls

 Little difference for const. Charge vs const. Potential

                 

                 



Discrete charges vs charged plane

                 No difference between discrete charges 
and homogeneously charged plane



Benchmarks
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  LJ approximation failed to catch surface    
    increase and wall position
  Const. charge method seems sufficient
    for static properties
  Simliar results for discrete and planar   
    surface charge distribution
  Three layers of graphite quite costly
    

Conclusions


